Social Media Campaign for Intergenerational Action on a Global Scale

According to our conference count down, we’re four months away from *Intergenerational Action on a Global Scale*, July 21-24, Honolulu, HI.

We need your help again to spread the word! So we’ve included sample Facebook posts, Tweets, Newsletter Items and Calendar Items.

As always, we appreciate your help!

Jump to: Sample Tweets | Sample Newsletter Item | Calendar Item

Add it to Facebook!

- Are you going to Hawai‘i? Generations United, Seagull Schools, International Consortium of Intergenerational Programmes (ICIP), UNA-Hawaii and JANCA have an incredible lineup for this year’s conference, Intergenerational Action on a Global Scale, July 21-24. Their lineup includes pre-conference/site visits, inspiring keynotes, motivating educational sessions, culture-based and environmental action projects and more. Learn more - [http://wp.me/P2LZUo-e8](http://wp.me/P2LZUo-e8)

- Register at the advanced rate ($375!) and save for Intergenerational Action on a Global Scale, July 21-24, Honolulu, Hawai‘i! Join Generations United, Seagull Schools, International Consortium of Intergenerational Programmes (ICIP), UNA-Hawaii and JANCA. Learn more - [http://wp.me/P2LZUo-e8](http://wp.me/P2LZUo-e8)

- Generations United’s awards are open for nomination! Nominate an outstanding individual or best practice to be honored during this year’s conference, Intergenerational Action on a Global Scale, July 21-24, Honolulu, Hawai‘i! Learn more - [http://wp.me/P2LZUo-a](http://wp.me/P2LZUo-a)

Tweet It!

- Are you going to Hawai‘i with @GensUnited? Register by May 31 for the new advanced rate. More at [http://wp.me/P2LZUo-8C](http://wp.me/P2LZUo-8C)

- .@gensunited & others have an amazing line-up for this yr’s conference. Learn more - [http://wp.me/P2LZUo-u](http://wp/me/P2LZUo-u)
Nominate an outstanding individual or best practice for @gensunited’s award. Learn more - http://wp.me/P2LZUo-a

Add it to Newsletters!

This Year's Conference Explores the role of Ohana
Ohana is Hawai’ian for family. The term includes blood-related as well as adoptive or intentional family. Join Generations United - along with Seagull Schools, International Consortium of Intergenerational Programmes (ICIP), UNA-Hawaii and JANCA - for Intergenerational Action on a Global Scale, July 21-24. Learn more (link to: http://wp.me/P2LZUo-e8)

Calendar Item!